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A B S T R A C T   

Background: To address the rising prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias, effective in-
terventions that can be widely disseminated are warranted. The Preventing Alzheimer’s with Cognitive Training 
study (PACT) investigates a commercially available computerized cognitive training program targeting improved 
Useful Field of View Training (UFOVT) performance. The primary goal is to test the effectiveness of UFOVT to 
reduce incidence of clinically defined mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia with a secondary objective 
to examine if effects are moderated by plasma β-amyloid level or apolipoprotein E e4 (APOE e4) allele status. 
Methods/design: This multisite study utilizes a randomized, controlled experimental design with blinded assessors 
and investigators. Individuals who are 65 years of age and older are recruited from the community. Eligible 
participants who demonstrate intact cognitive status (Montreal Cognitive Assessment score > 25) are random-
ized and asked to complete 45 sessions of either a commercially available computerized-cognitive training 
program (UFOVT) or computerized games across 2.5 years. After three years, participants are screened for 
cognitive decline. For those demonstrating decline or who are part of a random subsample, a comprehensive 
neuropsychological assessment is completed. Those who perform below a pre-specified level are asked to 
complete a clinical evaluation, including an MRI, to ascertain clinical diagnosis of normal cognition, MCI, or 
dementia. Participants are asked to provide blood samples for analyses of Alzheimer’s disease related 
biomarkers. 
Discussion: The PACT study addresses the rapidly increasing prevalence of dementia. Computerized cognitive 
training may provide a non-pharmaceutical option for reducing incidence of MCI or dementia to improve public 
health. 
Registration: The PACT study is registered at http://Clinicaltrials.gov NCT03848312   

1. Introduction 

Dementia imposes a substantial economic burden with direct (e.g., 
medical care), indirect (e.g., lost productivity), and intangible (e.g., 
suffering, grief) costs [1]. Dementia is the main cause of disability in 

people over 65, is projected to increase four-fold to affect 8 to 13 million 
people in the United States by 2050 [2], and may affect 50% of older 
adults at time of death [3]. Given the costs and societal impact of this 
disease, prevention is urgently needed [4,5]. Computerized cognitive 
training programs offer a cost-effective, noninvasive, and easily 
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disseminated option that could buffer the projected increase in dementia 
prevalence [5–7]. 

The Advancing Cognitive Training for Independent and Vital Elderly 
(ACTIVE, http://ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00298558) multisite clinical 
trial randomized 2832 healthy older adults without dementia to 
examine the effects of three types of cognitive training on cognition and 
everyday function [8,9]. Strategy-based cognitive training (i.e., memory 
and reasoning training) and process-based, computerized speed of pro-
cessing training (SPT), which targeted improved Useful Field of View 
(UFOV) performance, were compared to no-contact controls. The SPT 
group demonstrated the largest cognitive improvements on proximal 
outcomes (i.e., UFOV performance) with an effect size of 0.72 standard 
deviations (SD) immediately post-training relative to no-contact con-
trols. Further analyses indicated that SPT continued to show the largest 
cognitive effects on the targeted proximal outcome with improvements 
still evident at 10 years. ACTIVE participants randomized to any type of 
cognitive training further experienced less functional decline across 
time relative to controls [10]. 

To date, SPT has been investigated in numerous randomized trials 
with results indicating that SPT not only improves cognition, but also 
transfers to improve everyday function. A systematic review and meta- 
analysis of SPT research identified 44 published studies from 17 ran-
domized trials. Twelve of the 17 studies reviewed included community- 
dwelling older adults and the other studies included middle aged adults, 
or persons with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Parkinson’s disease, 
HIV, breast cancer, or stroke [11]. Results showed that SPT was effective 
when compared to active control conditions (e.g., computer games, d =
0.77, p < .001) or when compared to no-contact controls (d = 0.63, p <
.001). In addition to improving the primary targeted outcome of UFOV 
(d = 0.70, p < .001), SPT enhances performance on other cognitive 
measures of speed of processing and attention (d = 0.14–0.22, ps < 0.03) 
[11]. Additionally, SPT transfers to improved instrumental activities of 
daily living (d = 0.27, p < .001) [10,12–16], including driving outcomes 
[17–21], and enhances well-being as evident by improved sense of 
control [22], maintained health-related quality-of-life [23,24], 
decreased estimated health care utilization costs [25], and decreased 
risk of depression [26]. Thus, SPT indicates potential for functional 
benefits in addition to cognitive improvements, which is why it is likely 
to delay the onset of MCI and dementia. 

1.1. Cognitive speed of processing training and dementia risk 

Of particular interest, SPT was the only intervention in ACTIVE to 
significantly reduce risk of dementia [7]. Those randomized to SPT were 
29% less likely to meet research-based diagnostic criteria for dementia 
across 10 years (HR = 0.67, 95% CI 0.49–0.91, p = .012) [7]. The effects 
were dose dependent, and those completing >10  hours of SPT were up 
to 48% less likely to meet dementia criteria than no contact controls 
(HR = 0.52, 95% CI 0.33–0.82, p = .005). While ACTIVE results suggest 
promise for the efficacy of SPT to reduce dementia risk, the dementia 
outcome used neuropsychological and functional assessment data as 
diagnostic criteria; a clinical diagnosis was not obtained. Further, 
whether such training reduces risk of MCI is not known. 

1.2. Study objectives 

The primary objective of PACT is to test the effectiveness of cognitive 
training targeting improved UFOV performance (UFOV training or 
UFOVT) to reduce incidence of MCI or dementia through a multisite 
study utilizing a randomized, controlled experimental design with 
blinded assessors and investigators. A secondary objective is to deter-
mine if UFOVT effects are moderated by the plasma β-amyloid level or 
apolipoprotein E e4 (APOE e4) allele status. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Participants 

PACT includes participants 65 years of age and older with intact 
cognitive abilities. Table 1 provides inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
the study. Our goal is for the study sample to include at least 8.5% who 
identify as Black race and at least 7% who identify as Hispanic ethnicity. 

2.2. Recruitment and retention 

The trial was registered at http://clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03848312) 
and a study website was designed (http://PACTstudy.org). Each site has 
a designated recruitment and retention coordinator responsible for 
tracking and reporting recruitment metrics and adjusting strategies as 
needed to meet enrollment goals. To quantify and track referral source, 
participants are asked to complete marketing questionnaires [27]. A co- 
investigator led recruitment and retention team meets monthly to 
discuss any recruiting challenges and potential solutions. Solutions are 
guided by past successes across sites and published strategies for 
recruitment to studies related to Alzheimer’s disease and related de-
mentias [28,29]. The team employs a multipronged approach to 
recruitment and retention, comprised of the following broad strategies:  

1) Community outreach and educational activities include educational 
talks, memory screenings, information tables at senior expos and 
health fairs, as well as developing and nurturing relationships with 
community clubs, places of worship, organizations, and older adult 
service providers. Relationships with well-known community leaders 

Table 1 
Trial inclusion and exclusion criteria.  

Inclusion 

Be age 65 or older at time of consent 
Have the ability to speak and understand English or Spanish 
Report adequate sensorimotor capacity to perform the computer exercises 
Report adequate visual capacity to read from a computer screen at a typical viewing 

distance 
Show adequate auditory capacity to understand conversational speech 
Show adequate motor capacity to touch a computer screen or control a computer 

mouse 
Have no evidence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia at baseline, as 

assessed by education adjusted Montreal Cognitive Assessment score ≥26 
Have adequate mental health (no self-reported diagnosis or mental illness that would 

interfere with ability to comply with study procedures or benefit from intervention) 
Wiling to complete all study activities 
Ability to understand study procedures and comply with them for the length of the 

study  

Exclusion 

Currently enrolled in another randomized clinical trial, or treatment trial, or another 
research study that assesses cognition 

Previous participation in a cognitive training study 
Self-reported vision, hearing, or motor difficulties that would interfere with the ability 

to complete the study interventions 
Self-reported diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment, dementia, stroke, traumatic 

brain injury, brain tumor, or a neurological disorder that affects cognition or would 
interfere with the ability to benefit from the study intervention (e.g., Parkinson’s 
disease, multiple sclerosis), or any other unstable medical condition that is 
predisposing to imminent cognitive or functional decline (e.g., congestive heart 
failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder dependent on oxygen, or 
undergoing chemotherapy or radiation) 

Self-reported use of medications typically prescribed for dementia such as Namenda, 
Memantine, Namzaric, Donepezil, Aricept, Rivastigmine, Exelon, Razadyne, 
Galantamine, Reminyl, Aduhelm or Aducanumab 

Completion of 10 or more hours of a computerized cognitive training program in the 
last 5 years such as Lumosity, Posit Science Brain Fitness, InSight or Brain HQ, 
Listening and Communication Enhancement (LACE), CogMed, CogniFit, Happy 
Neuron, Elevate, or Dakim 

Severe depressive symptoms (GDS short form score ≥5)  
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and organizations, such as local Alzheimer’s Association groups and 
senior centers are cultivated. The recruitment and retention co-
ordinators are responsible for establishing rapport with the com-
munity and providing information to encourage study endorsement 
through each organization’s established communication structure 
(e.g., direct mail, email, monthly newsletter, or in-person 
announcements).  

2) Marketing and advertising consist of print, electronic/digital, radio, 
and TV media. The marketing team designed recruitment materials 
for various media platforms with images and messaging reflecting 
our diversity goals. To achieve a strong identity, a study logo was 
established, and materials and messaging are uniform across sites. 
Both paid (e.g., newspaper advertorials, Facebook ads) and no-cost 
(e.g., public service announcements, community bulletin boards) 
marketing efforts are implemented.  

3) Research registries, patient databases, and voter registration rolls are 
used to identify prospective participants. The trial is listed in na-
tional registries such as the Alzheimer’s Prevention Registry and the 
Alzheimer’s Association TrialMatch. Other site-specific registries are 
used as available. Potential participants are contacted by letter, 
email, post-card, and/or telephone. 

Retention strategies include, but are not limited to, consistent con-
tact (e.g., regular newsletters and greeting cards), meet the team 
handouts, flexible appointment times and reminders, and tokens of 
appreciation [30]. When consented, participants are provided with a 
flow chart of the study visits to communicate the demands and timeline 
of the study, and a detailed laypersons summary of what to expect as a 
study participant. Participants are asked to share their preferred contact 

method (e.g., email, phone, text) and for the contact information of at 
least one person who does not reside with the participant. Study identity 
is maintained by having all correspondence with participants and tokens 
of appreciation branded with the study logo and site contact informa-
tion. Study staff administer a questionnaire to understand participants’ 
motivations for joining the study and draw on these motivations to 
encourage continued participation. Participants who miss a study visit 
or do not respond to a contact attempt are contacted regularly so that 
visits are promptly rescheduled. If enrolled participants are not suc-
cessfully reached within three weeks, a letter requesting a reply is 
mailed, and after 30 days, staff reach out to the participant’s secondary 
contact(s). 

2.2.1. Minority Recruitment and Retention 
Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino/a communities are 

underrepresented in Alzheimer’s research despite being at greater risk 
[31,32]. Failure to recruit diverse study participants has been identified 
as a significant barrier to progress and health disparities are propagated 
by the under-representation of minorities in clinical research [33]. To 
achieve our diversity goals, we embed minority recruitment and reten-
tion strategies into the general strategies listed above and into the 
overall study operations [34,35]. In addition to that described above, 
other minority recruitment and retention strategies include, but are not 
limited to, involving Black and Hispanic/Latino/a study personnel, 
having fluent Spanish-speaking site personnel and clinicians, translating 
the study materials into Spanish, and over-recruiting from predomi-
nantly minority communities. 

Table 2 
Measures and study activities.   

Screening Visit 1: 
Baseline 

Visit 2: 
Training 

Initial At-Home 
Training 

Booster 
Training 

Three-Year 
Follow-Up Visit 

Clinical 
Evaluation 

MRI 

Screening and enrollment 
Telephone screening interview x        
Informed consent  x       
Demographics  x       
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) [37] x x    x   
Geriatric Depression Scale short form (GDS) [73] x x    x   
Randomization  x       
Recruitment & retention* 
Cognitive Aging Lab Marketing Questionnaire 

[27] 
x x       

Vismory marketing survey x x       
Participant motivation questionnaire  x       
Training 
Computerized exercises  x x x x    
Progress checks    x x    
Clinical and biomarker assessments 
Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study-Cognitive 

Function Instrument (ADCS-CFI)      
x   

Blood sample† x    x            

Neuropsychological assessments (see Table 4)      x   
Medical conditions, neurological exam, 

medications, health history, family history       
x  

Clinical diagnosis       x x 
Potential covariates & planned sensitivity analyses 
Expectation Assessment Scale‡ x x  x   
Patient Health Questionnaire-8      x   
Health questionnaire      x   
Near visual acuity      x   
Train-to-task assessments  x  x x x   

Note. Timing of study visits is relatively flexible. Marketing questionnaires, MoCA, and GDS are administered either during the screening process or at visit 1, not at 
both. MoCA scores are education adjusted. yBlood samples may be collected at visit 1- and/or at or after the three-year follow-up visit. Participants are not allowed to 
complete multiple visits on the same day and are asked not to complete multiple training sessions on the same day. The initial training phase can last up to 18 weeks. ‡A 
subset of items from the Expectation Assessment Scale is repeated at the end of the initial training phase and during an exit interview. Booster training phases are 
initiated at about 12- and 30- months after visit 1 completion and may last up to 10 weeks. Regular progress checks are made during initial and booster training phases. 
The three-year follow up visit is completed at 36 months or later after visit 1. The clinical diagnosis requires information from the neuropsychological assessment, 
clinical evaluation, and MRI (if obtained) to be completed. *A study exit questionnaire is administered upon withdrawal or study completion. 
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2.3. Study visits, randomization, and intervention 

The PACT trial design is efficient by minimizing initial assessments 
and staff effort while conducting additional assessments on those who 
demonstrate cognitive decline at a 3-year follow-up visit. Table 2 pre-
sents the timeline of measures. 

2.3.1. Telephone Screening and Visit 1 
Most individuals complete a telephone screening interview to assess 

potential eligibility prior to scheduling study visit 1. At the first study 
visit, staff assess participant eligibility by administering an inclusion/ 
exclusion self-report questionnaire, a short form of the Geriatric 
Depression Scale (GDS) [36], and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment 
(MoCA) [37]. Study procedures, study timeline, and required commit-
ment to the study are explained in detail to the participant during the 
informed consent process. Participants also complete open-ended 
questions about their motivation for participation as well as marketing 
questionnaires. Eligible participants are randomized to the intervention 
or active control condition. Randomization is stratified by university 
site, using a fixed block size, with couples (i.e., individuals who live 
together) randomized together, nested within site. Randomized assign-
ment is created using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). The 
randomization table is incorporated into a REDCap database that is 
separate from the data entry database. REDCap checks the allocation 
table and assigns the randomization value, which cannot be changed 
after assignment, is associated with a specific arm, and is accessible only 
by unblinded staff. At or shortly after visit 1, willing participants may 
provide a blood sample for biomarker analysis, though this is not a 
requirement for participating in the study. 

2.3.2. Intervention and Active Control Conditions 
Both randomized conditions are described to participants as “brain 

games”, are commercially available, and are accessed by participants 
through a BrainHQ research portal developed specifically for the PACT 
study. The UFOVT intervention under investigation combines the most 
recent version of SPT, which includes exercises in the UFOV paradigm 
[38], with tonic and phasic alertness training, which includes exercises 
in a continuous performance task paradigm [39]. These training exer-
cises enhance speed of processing, attention, and executive function 
among older adults [11,39]. The duration, number, and frequency of 
initial and booster training sessions as detailed below were informed by 
prior research showing that participants can adhere to and benefit from 
this schedule of at-home training [7,38,40–42]. Our prior results 
showed that there was not an asymptote of benefit after 20  hours of 
training and for each 1-hour session of SPT completed, a 10% reduced 
risk of dementia was observed [7]. 

The active control condition is comprised of computer games. Games 
providing face-valid cognitive stimulation that are rated E (for 
everyone) by the Entertainment Software Rating Board are used. The 
randomized conditions are designed to match with the expectation- 
based influence on cognitive performance, intensity, and overall 
engagement and have been validated in our pilot testing and prior 
research (e.g., [43–48]). Additional detail on the study exercises may be 
obtained by contacting the Principal Investigator but are not shared here 
to prevent unblinding. Participants are given a user manual that details 
information about the exercises, indicates how to access the assigned 
exercises, and includes answers to frequently asked questions. After 
randomization, participants are introduced to and practice the assigned 
exercises at visit 1 and are asked to complete at least one training session 
at home before returning for a second in-person visit at the study site. 

2.3.3. Visit 2 
At visit 2, participants complete a one-hour training session led by a 

trainer. Training is conducted individually or in groups of up to 9 par-
ticipants randomized to the same condition. At the end of visit 2, the 
Expectation Assessment Scale [49] is administered to assess attitudes 

and expectations about the randomly assigned exercises. 

2.3.4. At Home Training 
Participants complete the remainder of the training sessions at home 

and are instructed to complete 2–3 sessions per week until 525 levels 
(about 25, 1-hour sessions) are completed in the initial training phase. 
However, participants are allowed to complete additional training ses-
sions at the study site, if desired. Participants’ completion of exercises is 
automatically recorded by BrainHQ. Study staff monitor participant 
progress through the BrainHQ portal and encourage/reinforce partici-
pant training adherence. For the initial training phase, participants are 
monitored for up to 18 weeks after their first training session through 
regular progress checks by email or phone. Participants receive a 
congratulatory email/letter when completing the initial phase of 
training and are reminded not to enroll in other research studies while 
participating in PACT and to refrain from participating in other 
computerized brain training programs outside of the study. Participants 
are informed they may continue to complete 1  hour of training exercises 
each week, if desired. Participant expectations for computerized 
cognitive training are again assessed after completion of initial training. 

2.3.5. Booster 1 and 2 Training 
After 12 months and again after 30 months from visit 1, participants 

are contacted and encouraged to complete an additional 10 sessions of 
training over an 8–10 week period, referred to as booster training. Thus, 
participants are asked to complete a total of 45 sessions across the study 
period. During these booster training phases, study staff monitor par-
ticipants’ progress through the BrainHQ portal and contact participants 
to encourage adherence. As in initial training, a congratulatory message 
is sent at the end of the booster phases with relevant study reminders. 

2.3.6. 3-Year Follow-up Visit 
About three years after visit 1, participants are asked to return to 

complete a MoCA, GDS, and the Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study 
Cognitive Function Instrument (ADCS-CFI) [50]. Near visual acuity and 
depressive symptoms are further assessed with the Patient Health 
Questionnaire-8 [51], and a health questionnaire is administered. All 
measures are administered by a tester blinded to randomized assign-
ment. Participants are also asked to provide a blood sample to determine 
APOE genotype and for quantifying plasma β-amyloid. The specific 
β-amyloid assay used will be based on expert input at the time of the 
sample analyses. Based on MoCA and ADCS-CFI scores, the participant 
may be defined as cognitively normal, or be asked to complete a neu-
ropsychological battery for further assessment. The decision to admin-
ister the neuropsychological battery is based on the MoCA change score 
from visit 1 and the ADCS-CFI score. See Table 3 for criteria. At the end 
of the study visit, the train-to-task assessments are completed. 

Random sampling, balanced across treatment arms, will be used to 
identify a cognitively intact subsample (n = 100) who will also be asked 
to complete the neuropsychological and clinical assessments for the 

Table 3 
Decision chart for administration of the neuropsychological assessment battery.  

If MoCA change is: Then ADCS-CFSI score to trigger the 
neuropsychological assessment must be: 

1 point 4.0 or greater 
2 points 3.5 or greater 
3 points 3.0 or greater 
4 points or greater    

Administer neuropsychological battery 
regardless of ADCS-CFSI score 

-or- Year 3 MoCA score 25 or less 
after education points added 

-or- Self-report of MCI or dementia 
diagnosis 

-or- Randomly selected normal 
subsample 

Note. MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment, ADCS-CFSI = Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease Cooperative Study Cognitive Function Instrument. 
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purposes of estimating false negative rates of MCI/dementia. Selection 
procedures will be carefully designed to help ensure balanced groups. 
Participants who do not advance to the stage of the clinical evaluation 
are considered to have demonstrated sufficiently intact cognitive func-
tion to be classified as cognitively normal. 

The neuropsychological battery includes measures from the National 
Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC) [52,53], the Rey Auditory 
Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) [54], and the Symbol Digit Modality Test 
(SDMT) [55]. See Table 4 for details on the neuropsychological assess-
ments and functional questionnaires. Test performance is interpreted 
based on published demographically adjusted norms [54–56]. Partici-
pants who score ≤ 1.5 SD (i.e., at or below the 7th percentile) below the 
normative mean on 2 or more assessments are further asked to complete 
a clinical evaluation visit. Participants with fewer than 2 impaired scores 
are considered cognitively normal. 

2.3.7. Clinical Evaluation Visit 
Participants invited to complete the clinical evaluation visit are 

asked to identify an individual willing to serve as a study partner, 
typically a family member or friend who is familiar with them and their 
everyday activities. This individual is interviewed by the tester to obtain 
information about the participant’s memory and ability to perform 
everyday activities. A self-report and study partner report are collected 
for the Clinical Dementia Rating [57] and the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Cooperative Study-Activities of Daily Living Prevention Instrument 
(ADCS-ADL-PI) [58]. Medical history, neurological evaluation, and 
prescribed medications taken by the participant are obtained using 
NACC/Uniform Data Set forms [52,53]. Family medical history is also 
assessed. The study clinician, who is blinded to the participants ran-
domized arm, reviews the neuropsychological battery results and 
depressive symptom inventories, in addition to meeting with the study 
participant for a clinical interview. The study clinician may also review 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging scans (MRI) to assist in diagnosing the 
possible cause of cognitive impairment. The MRI is used for the clinical 
evaluation of ischemic disease, structural deformities, regional atrophy 

and ventricular enlargement. 

2.3.8. Study Exit 
Participants are asked to complete an exit interview that enquires 

about their experience and serves as a third assessment of expectations 
for computerized cognitive training. 

2.3.9. Diagnosis Consensus 
The consensus diagnosis is based on review of the neuropsycholog-

ical assessment, clinical evaluation by the site clinician, and MRI. The 
three possible diagnostic outcomes are: cognitively normal, MCI, or 
dementia. In addition to the physician who conducted the clinical 
evaluation, other reviewers are selected from a pool of experts in de-
mentia that may include geriatric psychiatrists, clinical neuropsychol-
ogists, and neurologists. All reviewers will be blinded to randomization 
arm and will independently make their clinical diagnoses from criteria 
set forth by the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Association 
workgroups on diagnostic guidelines for Alzheimer’s disease, which 
includes separate criteria for diagnosis of MCI [59] and dementia [60]. 
Each of three reviewers submit their clinical diagnosis (cognitively 
normal, MCI, dementia) and if consensus is achieved, the participant is 
assigned the diagnosis. If consensus is not achieved, reviewers will 
convene by phone or teleconference to attempt to reach a consensus 
diagnosis. If this does not yield a consensus diagnosis, all information 
from the prior steps is referred to an additional two experts who will 
review and come to a final diagnostic decision based on the clinical 
information and the majority opinion to that point. Although there are 
only three defined diagnostic endpoints, the clinicians are encouraged to 
make note of diagnostic subtypes and suspected etiologies of MCI and 
dementia. If neuropsychological or comprehensive clinical assessments 
are not done due to refusal or death, a diagnosis is assigned based on all 
available data, including any medical records. 

2.4. Analytic approach 

Interim analyses will include monitoring for early futility. Efficacy 
analysis on the primary endpoint will be conducted when 50% of the 
target study population has been followed for the planned three years. 
The level of significance for primary analyses will be set at two-tailed 
0.05, adjusted for the interim analysis. We expect the randomized 
arms to be balanced in their baseline characteristics due to the 
randomization and relatively large sample. A Chi-Square Test will be 
performed to compare whether the proportions of MCI or dementia at 
the end of the trial are statistically different by treatment arm. We will 
estimate the risk of conversion to MCI or dementia as a function of the 
intervention using binary logistic regression presented in the form of 
odds ratios (OR) with point estimates and confidence intervals (CI) re-
ported to show the direction and magnitude of the effects. For any un-
balanced factors identified between the randomized groups, logistic 
regression analysis will be performed with group assignment as the main 
predictor. We may examine any unbalanced baseline factor(s) as cova-
riates and plan to examine effects after considering other health-related 
covariates indicative of risk for MCI or dementia measured at the three 
year visit (e.g., depressive symptoms, diabetes, heart disease, myocar-
dial infarction, hypertension, stroke, Parkinson’s disease, multiple 
sclerosis, or other reported neurologic conditions, undergoing chemo-
therapy, radiation, or general anesthesia). Secondary subgroup analyses 
based upon site, sex, education, and age will be explored. Factors known 
to moderate the effectiveness of the intervention will also be examined 
such as visual acuity and depressive symptoms. Sensitivity analyses are 
planned to examine the intervention effect in the subset of participants 
who were adherent, completing at least 80% of the initially assigned 
sessions (i.e., 20 sessions or 420 levels). We may also conduct analyses to 
compare incidence of MCI and dementia among those who did versus 
did not experience reliable training improvements as indicated by pre- 
to post- performance on the proximal train-to-task assessments. 

Table 4 
Neuropsychological measures and functional questionnaires.  

Test name Primary domains Subtests administered 

RAVLT [54] Anterograde verbal episodic 
memory 

Immediate Recall, 
Delayed Recall, Delayed 
Recognition 

SDMT [55] Processing speed, Visual working 
memory 

N/A 

Trail Making 
Test [74,75] 

Processing speed, executive 
function (visual search, attention 
switching) 

Trail A, Trail B 

ADCS-ADL-PI 
[58] 

Self-reported everyday function 
Study partner report of everyday 
function 

N/A 

National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC) Selected Assessments [52,53] 
Craft Story 21 

Recall 
Attention, concentration, verbal 
episodic memory 

Immediate Recall, 
Delayed Recall, 

Benson Complex 
Figure Copy 

Visuoconstruction, visual memory Immediate Recall, 
Delayed Recall, Delayed 
Recognition 

Number Span 
Test 

Working memory Forward Recall, 
Backward Recall 

Category 
Fluency 

Semantic memory (verbal fluency, 
language) 

Animals, Vegetables 

MiNT [76] Visual object naming N/A 
Letter Fluency 

[77] 
Speeded word retrieval to 
phonemic cues 

Letters F & L 

CDR [57,78] Global dementia rating, sum of 
boxes 

N/A 

Abbreviations: RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; SDMT, Symbol-Digit 
Modalities Test; ADCS-ADL-PI, Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study- 
Activities of Daily Living-Prevention Instrument; MiNT, Multilingual Naming 
Test; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating. 
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We acknowledge that using the MoCA as a screening test and 
obtaining a clinical diagnosis of MCI or dementia for those who exhibit 
cognitive decline may lead to verification bias. With a random sub-
sample (n = 100), we will also estimate the proportion of those who do 
not meet the primary end point of MCI/dementia diagnosis, arriving at 
an estimate of false positives. 

To address the secondary objective, a logistic regression model will 
be fitted using clinical diagnosis of cognitive status (normal, MCI, de-
mentia) as the primary dependent variable, randomization arm as the 
independent variable, and interaction terms between randomized arm 
and APOE e4 allele status, and between randomized arm and amyloid 
burden. A statistically significant interaction will indicate moderation 
effects of APOE e4 allele status or amyloid burden. For significant in-
teractions, ORs and CIs in strata defined by the moderator will be re-
ported separately to characterize effects [61]. 

2.5. Sample size calculations, and attrition 

Power calculations indicate that at a 0.05 level of significance with a 
20% attrition rate, the two-group, randomized design will require a total 
sample size of 7600 participants to ensure at least 82% power to detect a 
20% reduction from an estimated 3-year incidence rate of 10.5% for 
conversion to MCI or dementia [62]. We expect to have a final sample of 
6080 participants, of whom about 640 are expected to exhibit MCI or 
dementia across the 3 years of follow-up (i.e., 3.5% per year conversion 
rate) [62]. Should we not achieve this enrollment goal, further follow-up 
beyond three years and additional analyses may be warranted to achieve 
adequate statistical power to meet our primary objective. To adjust for 
mortality and attrition for the MCI/dementia endpoint, we may apply 
the Semi-Markov modeling approach [63]. 

3. Discussion 

The PACT study focuses on the importance of mitigation to counter 
the projected increase in prevalence of cognitive impairment including 
Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias. Computerized cognitive 
training is recognized as one of the three most promising ways to pre-
vent cognitive decline and dementia [5]. Computerized cognitive 
training programs are readily available commercially [64], are nonin-
vasive, are less costly than pharmaceuticals, and have the potential for 
efficient, scalable, and personalized delivery [6,65]. Moreover, partici-
pants do not need advanced technological skill to complete or benefit 
from cognitive training [6]. PACT is being conducted during the COVID- 
19 pandemic, providing further indication that this type of low-contact, 
predominantly home-based intervention is feasible for individuals who 
are not able to attend in-person programs due to mobility, trans-
portation, or comfort in social situations. Results will advance knowl-
edge, inform theory, and improve clinical practice by facilitating 
implementation of effective interventions to attenuate cognitive decline 
and improve public health. 

PACT includes study design improvements based on critiques of the 
ACTIVE study, such as the inclusion of an active control group and 
consideration of participant expectations across conditions [66]. Addi-
tionally, the outcome of a rigorously established diagnosis of MCI or 
dementia assigned by a panel of experts improves upon prior method-
ology. The neuropsychological and clinical comprehensive assessments 
in this study incorporate multiple features consistent with best practices 
in randomized trials of cognitive aging [67,68]. PACT also utilizes an 
expert consensus panel to assign a diagnosis. This procedure addresses a 
limitation of the ACTIVE study, namely the absence of a clinical de-
mentia diagnosis. Thus, the PACT study will answer one of the looming 
questions – that is, does computerized cognitive training reduce inci-
dence of MCI and dementia. 

Blood draws will be requested from participants to address the sec-
ond aim of PACT, which is to examine how biologically based risk for 
Alzheimer’s disease interacts with the effectiveness of UFOVT. Using 

blood-based biomarkers to examine amyloid burden and APOE e4 allele 
status is less invasive and more cost-efficient than PET scans [69]. 
Furthermore, the blood will be analyzed, stored, and made available to 
researchers by the National Centralized Repository for Alzheimer’s 
disease (NCRAD) to further examine various Alzheimer’s disease bio-
markers in support of the larger mission of NCRAD [70]. 

Beyond the objectives of the study, we have included key elements in 
the study design as well as recruitment and retention efforts that are 
important for translation of the trial. First, the study aims to enroll a 
diverse population in terms of participants’ minority group identifica-
tion and education to counter the existing underrepresentation of in-
dividuals who may be disproportionately impacted by dementias such as 
Alzheimer’s diseases [32,35,71]. Second, PACT uses a marketing ques-
tionnaire to quantify recruitment source and exposure to marketing 
materials which will provide important information for future initiatives 
about the most effective means for engaging diverse older adults in 
clinical trials for prevention of cognitive impairment [27]. Finally, 
participants are asked about their satisfaction with different aspects of 
their experience in cognitive training [49], which will allow for com-
parison of participant expectations across study conditions [66]. 
Increasing diversity, understanding successful recruitment initiatives, 
and establishing how participant expectations influence retention and 
adherence satisfy future directions in the literature as outlined by ex-
perts in the field of cognitive aging that will support computerized 
cognitive training and broader prevention trials related to Alzheimer’s 
disease [27,66,71]. 

4. Conclusion 

The significance of the PACT study is considerable as an intervention 
delaying the onset of dementia by only one year will result in 9.2 million 
fewer cases over 30 years [72]. Our innovative trial design is highly 
efficient and minimizes initial effort to apply an optimized version of the 
intervention while collecting detailed information on those who 
demonstrate cognitive decline. 
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